We notified on the ATA today, and I think notionally had planned to brief oversight by month’s end, and then have Bill proactively offer a version of the campaign briefs to non-oversight before the Aug recess. I hear we may be asked to do a member-level gang of eight possibly as soon as this week. We may also get tagged to do an all member ahead of Aug break. Nothing official yet, just rumblings.

There are few other moving pieces as well (i.e. downgrades, briefs to Sgt at Arms in House/Senate).

Ryan

Just to be fully aware, what was the timing on wanting to start sounding this out with SSCI/HPSCI this week? I know the DNI had just mentioned on the senior staff call and to me earlier he would like to pull together a what has been done/planned on at minimum the election security briefings to date to possibly notify by writing to House & Senate leadership and/or the Gang of 8 to take a proactive position on keeping them informed of what we have been doing,
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Amanda –

SSCI was bipartisanly unreceptive to our logic on why a delay was warranted. I would brace for strong public rhetoric especially from Warner. It may also encourage Schiff to pile on.

Ryan

From: Amanda J. Schoch-DNI
Sent: Monday, June 8, 2020 12:38 PM
To: John L. Ratcliffe-DNI; Neil R. Wiley-DNI; Dustin J. Carmack-DNI
Cc: Beth E. Sanner-DNI; Corin R. Stone-DNI; Ryan P. Crumpler-DNI; Susan B. Miller-TT; Matthew J. Lahr-DNI
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Edited to correct the requested ATA date.

Director –

I understand that OLA is going to start declining the July 29 ATA date and I expect we will get press calls shortly after that happens. I’m proposing the below to be used in response to those calls.

On background to an ODNI Spokesperson:
Sincerely,
Amanda

Amanda Schoch
ADNI for Strategic Communications
ODNI Strategic Communications

(b)(3),(b)(6)
(main line)